EMPLOYEE STANDARDS

OF BEHAVIORAL EXCELLENCE

Dear Lakewood Health System Employees:
Our patients come first at Lakewood Health System (LHS). Through
our mission, we embrace our high standards of customer service and
performance with a goal to exceed our patients’ expectations. Service
excellence is key to patient satisfaction and loyalty.
We are known for the exceptional service and culture people see and feel
when they come in contact with everyone at Lakewood. It is important to
sustain that level of excellence and make sure we are leading by example.
When setting service standards for yourself, aim high. Think of the best
customer service experience you have ever had, and try to recreate the kinds
of interactions and positive outcomes that were part of that situation on a
daily basis. Our patients, customers, and residents will notice the difference.
This tireless passion to be the best for our patients is why we have the
reputation we do.
Service excellence standards have been developed for all LHS employees
to achieve our mission. You were hired because we saw in you the talent
and passion to make that difference. Please take a few minutes to read the
following information, which outlines these standards of excellence. Thank
you for joining the Lakewood team!

Sincerely,
Tim Rice
President/CEO
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EXCELLENCE...

is a way of working,
a way of thinking and a way of interacting
with others at Lakewood Health System.

EXCELLENCE... is our culture.
Every employee is expected to act in a professional,
responsible, courteous manner at all times, and serve
with EXCELLENCE. Such behavior fosters a positive and
productive working environment and reflects Lakewood
Health System’s commitment to excellence.
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OUR
Mission...
to provide quality, personalized
healthcare for a lifetime.

OUR
Vision...
empowering health
and well-being together

WE
Value...
Integrity
Compassion
Accountability
High quality
Innovation
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EMPLOYEE STANDARDS

OF BEHAVIORAL EXCELLENCE

Lakewood Health System expects its employees to perform at the
highest standards of excellence. Employees of Lakewood Health
System have designed the following Standards of Behavioral
Excellence which reflect the mission of the organization. Lakewood
Health System employees should serve all customers with equal
standards of excellence. Customers, as described in this policy, are
identified as internal (co-workers/colleagues) and external (those
accessing Lakewood Health System as a non-employee). As an
employee of Lakewood Health System you will be held accountable
for achieving the following Standards of Behavioral Excellence.
ATTITUDE/RESPECT
I am Lakewood Health System. I will serve internal and external
customers with the highest levels of care, courtesy and respect.
I WILL...
...Treat each internal and external customer as a unique individual.
...Treat internal and external customers as I would expect to be treated.
...Be a team player and offer assistance whenever possible.
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...Choose a positive attitude and refrain from voicing frustrations, 		
negative comments or foul language in front of internal and 			
external customers, whether at work or when out in the public.
...Use positive language and keep an upbeat tone when
communicating.
...Thank customers for choosing Lakewood Health System.
...Respect my customers’ privilege of privacy and dignity by always
knocking and waiting for an affirmative response before entering the
room.
...Respect internal and external customers’ time by keeping them
informed at all times.
...Respect others by refraining from communicating disparaging, 		
negative or otherwise hurtful comments regarding internal and 		
external customers.
...Recognize and respect internal and external customers by not
discussing them when they are not present.
...Keep patient information confidential and not discuss customers 		
or their care in public areas or with other employees who don’t 		
need the information.
...Refrain from engaging in suggestive discussions or inferences 		
in the workplace.
...Recognize and celebrate the good works and accomplishments 		
of others.
...Recognize and respect differing cultures, viewpoints and beliefs.
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COMMUNICATION
I am Lakewood Health System. I understand my communication with
internal and external customers is of great importance. I will take the
time to listen and communicate with courtesy, clarity and respect.
I WILL...
• Acknowledge internal and external customers with a welcoming 		
and positive attitude, a smile and appropriate greeting.
• Escort customers to their destination when they appear to need 		
assistance or direction.
• Practice the AIDET method when interacting with internal and 		
external customers:
A
I
D
E
T

Acknowledge the customer.
Introduce self and role in organization.
Duration of time.
Explanation of the service being provided.
Thank the customer.

• Use key words at key times as identified within my area of practice.
Examples of key words are: “Is there anything else I can do for you;

I have the time.” “Thank you for choosing Lakewood Health System.”

• Use appropriate terms that can be understood by internal and 		
external customers.
• Keep internal and external customers informed at all times.
• Apologize if a longer than anticipated wait occurs and offer 		
assistive measures as appropriate.
• Ensure continuity of care by reporting to other members of the 		
team before leaving my work area.
• Always smile when using the telephone or recording a voice 		
mail message.
• Speak clearly and at an appropriate pace.
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• Use the recognized Lakewood Health System greeting standard 		
when answering calls:
External: “Good morning/afternoon; thank you for calling 			

Lakewood Health System (include location if appropriate);
how may I direct your call?”
Internal: “Good morning/afternoon; this is Name/Dept;

how may I help you”; or as appropriately instructed by my
department manager.
• Always ask before placing a caller on hold and wait for their answer.
• Keep voicemail greeting updated to account for changes in my 		
work schedule.
• Page only when appropriate and when immediate assistance
is critical.
• Check and respond to e-mail in a timely and professional manner 		
while at work.
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APPEARANCE
Lakewood Health System has set itself apart as an exceptional
place to work. Employees contribute to the organizational culture
and reputation in the way they present themselves. A professional
appearance is essential to a favorable impression with customers, coworkers and the community. Appropriate attire and good grooming
reflect employee pride and respect for those we serve.
Lakewood Health System team members are required to dress
according to the standards established in the Standards of Behavior
Appearance Policy. Our commitment to excellence and the standards
set forth in this policy will ensure Lakewood Health System maintains
a professional appearance and atmosphere in which to carry out our
mission and vision.
•
Managers will exercise good discretion to determine 		
appropriateness in appearance reflected through the Standards
of Behavior Appearance Policy. Employees who do not meet
a professional standard may be sent home to change. A 		
reasonable standard of professional appearance rules out 		
clothing that is too tight or any extreme in attire, accessory, 		
fragrance or hair. Management may make exceptions for special
occasions. Any employee unsure of appropriateness in attire
should check with their manager or supervisor.
*Full appearance policy can be found on LakeNet.

Keep hallways free of clutter and return equipment to the proper location.
• Properly dispose of litter.
• Keep work area clean.
• Refrain from having food and beverages at my desk.
(Food/beverages may be at your desk with the approval of
supervisor/manager in which case food should be kept in a
discreet location and all beverages must be in a closed container.)
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OWNERSHIP/ACCOUNTABILITY
I am Lakewood Health System. I take pride in serving the organization as
an owner and accept the accountability that results from ownership.
I WILL...
...Take pride in Lakewood Health System as if I own it.
...Maintain professionalism with every internal and external customer.
...Anticipate internal and external customers’ needs and seek to
improve my customers’ experience by offering assistive measures.
...Address every request or concern until it is resolved.
...Be self-motivated and self-disciplined to do the best every day
for my customers.
...Accept responsibility for my actions and will not place blame on
others.
...Be a fiscally responsible employee by controlling expenditures
that are within my control.
...Serve as an ambassador of Lakewood Health System while I am
at work or in the community.
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VOICE OF

THE CUSTOMER

The mission of Lakewood Health System is to provide quality personalized
healthcare for a lifetime. Lakewood employees make the decision to
provide exceptional, personalized service with every encounter making a
difference in the lives of our patients and families.
Patients frequently tell us how happy they are with the care they
received at Lakewood Health System. It is with great pride that we can
share a sampling of their stories.

Dear Staff at Lakewood:
Thank you to the Lakewood employees and physicians for the best care
I have ever received during my illness journey. I and my family have been in
many hospitals across the country; your standard of care is way above any
other facility. I was treated with respect and kindness, and the compassion
of your employees made me feel better, faster. At your hospital, I felt the
concern and care I needed to maintain hope. I wish I had a film of how well
I was taken care of. From the aide who put lotion on my very dry skin, to the
nurses who watched over me and made sure I had all that I needed. Every
department that was involved in my care collaborated to make an exceptional
experience. Blessings to each and every one of you for taking care of me, in
the best hospital I have ever been in.
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To the staff at Lakewood Health System:
Today, I have a positive outlook on life and wouldn’t be well if not for the
wonderful staff at Lakewood who helped me through my illness. My path
to becoming well started at the front door where I was always greeted and
they were happy to see me. From the beginning, I was heard. I had a voice
in my medical care. Being listened to was the key for me to get well. Each
department that I encountered has welcomed me and allowed me to feel at
home. I wish I could come back and thank each person for making me feel so
comfortable. It was so awesome to be so well cared for while I was terribly
sick. The LHS staff is the most kind and caring people I have ever known. I
want to thank all the staff at Lakewood for being there every day and for doing
such a fabulous job. I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart, thank
you so much!

Lakewood was super. I love this hospital
and staff. The ER was excellent.
—ER patient, Sebeka

It is so wonderful to feel cared for. I feel respected. I
finally have trust in my care. Thank you so much!
—Clinic patient, Brainerd

Thank you for the great care I received! Everyone
knew their job and worked well as a team.
—Surgery patient, Brainerd
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SERVICE

RECOVERY

The goal at Lakewood Health System is to meet customer expectations
and avoid having to use service recovery by always delivering a WOW
experience.
In the event a customer shares that their expectations have not been
met, have an empathetic H-E-A-R-T and attempt to deliver a WOW
experience at the point of contact.
Hear- the customer, LISTEN and do not interrupt.
Empathize- “That sounds very frustrating for you.”
Apologize and Appreciate- “I’m sorry that was your experience and I

am so happy you shared your concerns with me as we appreciate you
as a customer.”
Respond/Report- Take initial steps to solve or recover the issue yourself

and/or report to customer relations at x8778.

Thank you- “Thank you for choosing Lakewood Health System, and

sharing your concern with me as we can all learn from this experience.”

Service breakdowns can occur, but perceptions change
if we take the time to show ownership and not blame others.
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I can’t say enough about all the amazing nurses who
made my birthing experience a wonderful one. Thank you
Lakewood!
—OB patient, Brainerd

The care they give is 125%. No one can ask for more.
I get treated like a queen every time.
—Infusion therapy patient, Menahga

I have always felt I have had the best care no matter
who I see. I have always had a good experience with
getting into my appointment with ease.
—Clinic patient, Long Prairie
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